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CONTEMPORARY STYLE
The new Piaggio design technology icon is born, interpreting the unique personality and distinctive style of Liberty with a fresh look. After
18 years of success and over 800,000 vehicles sold, Liberty reinvents itself with the New Piaggio Liberty, the high-performing scooter
that epitomises the contemporary easy chic spirit. The design combines with the highest safety and technology standards, including ABS
braking as standard and the new i-get engine family, in a high-wheeled scooter symbolising freedom, independence and attention to detail.
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URBAN MOBILITY WITH STYLE
The elegant and curvy lines of the new Piaggio Liberty are embellished with chrome-plated finishes and LED front lights to really stand out
on crowded city streets. The high-quality frame and large diameter wheels ensure a reassuring and secure ride on all types of road surface,
for experienced and novice riders alike.
New Liberty combines substance with style. The electrically unlocked seat houses space for a jet helmet with visor and there’s also a
storage compartment in front of the rider, while the analogue speedo with digital fuel and distance readouts give at-a-glance information
to ease every journey.

ABS & HIGH WHEELS

INIMITABLE STYLE

New Liberty comes equipped
with ABS braking as standard for
enhanced
safety
and
rider
confidence, especially in poor
conditions. Large diameter wheels
are designed to meet the challenge
of poor road surfaces, giving a
smoother ride.

The LED running lights are a
distinctive technological element of
Piaggio high-wheeled scooters and
they perfectly highlight the design
of New Liberty. These and other
details, including split-star wheel
rims, define the elegant and
unmistakable vehicle mood, a
contemporary urban style icon.

INFORMATION AT
A GLANCE
The graduated analogue speedometer
is complemented by an LCD display,
elegantly lit in blue, with digital fuel
gauge and odometer, keeping the
rider informed at all times.

COMFORT

CONVENIENCE

Rider and passenger comfort was a
design priority for New Liberty and the
distances between the long and low
seat, handlebars and footrests help
achieve this aim.

The electrically-locked underseat
compartment is one of the most
spacious in its category and can house
a jet helmet complete with visor. For
smaller objects, there’s a handy
front compartment divided into two
sections. New Liberty is convenient
to ride too, as its light weight and low
seat height make negotiating busy
streets and parking a breeze.

The compact, sturdy frame and large
wheels mean a stable and safe ride on
any road, making New Piaggio Liberty a
strong and reliable travelling companion.

TECHNOLOGY
AND PERFORMANCE
New Liberty showcases the latest
Piaggio i-get – “Italian green
experience technology” family of
engines. Equipped with electronic
fuel injection and 3 valves, these
high efficiency power units deliver
top performance and low noise
levels in all riding conditions, while
keeping running costs under control
with reduced fuel consumption and
extended service intervals.

A dedicated and innovative range of
accessories has been developed for
your New Piaggio Liberty, combining
functionality, technology and style. The
topcase, fairing and windscreen, designed
and developed together with the vehicle,
enhance New Liberty’s spirit and lines. The
application of the latest technology takes
the riding experience to the next level and
opens up new horizons for riders. The New
Liberty is Piaggio Group’s solution to urban
commuting and, to ease the daily grind can
be equipped with the optional “Bikefinder”,
“Piaggio Multimedia Platform” and the
exclusive “Piaggio Sound System”.

•
•
•
•

TOPCASE
Large load capacity up to 30 litres
Designed to complement New Liberty’s lines
Colour matched
Optional integral backrest for optimum
passenger comfort

WINDSCREEN
• Aerodynamic profile
• Non-intrusive supports
for clear visibility

PIAGGIO MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM
• Connect your smartphone to New Liberty via
Bluetooth and transform it into a multimedia
platform, capable of managing all the information
related to the vehicle and its use

PIAGGIO SOUND SYSTEM
• Connect your smartphone to
New Liberty via Bluetooth for
faithful music reproduction thanks
to internal “Exciter” speakers

BIKEFINDER
• Find your New Liberty in busy areas
with the Bikefinder remote control
• Use the Bikefinder control to
conveniently open the under-set
compartment remotely

FLOOR MAT
• Made of anti-slip material to enhance
the New Liberty riding experience
• Bespoke design
USB SMARTPHONE
CHARGING KIT
• Easy and safe smartphone charging station
that sits within the front storage compartment

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
• Helps to keep your New Liberty, your
New Liberty. Incorporating a self-charging
system to resist tampering

Additional New Liberty accessories include: fairing, outdoor vehicle cover, specific leg cover, seat-handlebar mechanical anti-theft device and chrome
protection set to protect your New Liberty’s looks. Contact your Piaggio Retailer for more information.
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LIBERTY 125 i-get ABS
Engine i-get single-cylinder, SOHC 3-valve (2 x inlet, 1 x exhaust), 4-stroke
Displacement
Bore x stroke

124 cc
52 mm x 58.6 mm

Power 8 kW at 7,500 rpm
Torque

10.7 Nm at 6,000 rpm

Cooling Air
Lubrication Wet sump
Fuel supply Electronic injection
Starter
Gearbox

Electric
CVT automatic

Clutch

Automatic dry centrifugal

Frame

High-strength tubular steel

Front suspension Hydraulic telescopic fork, 76 mm travel
Rear suspension Single hydraulic shock absorber with adjustable preload on 4 positions, 74.5 mm travel
Front wheel & tyre

51J, Tubeless tyre 90 / 80 - 16’’

Rear wheel & tyre

54J, Tubeless tyre 100 / 80 - 14’’

Front brake 240 mm single disc with ABS system
Rear brake
Length / Width / Wheelbase
Seat height

140 mm drum
1,945 mm / 690 mm / 1,340 mm
< 790 mm

Fuel tank capacity

6 litres (including 1.5 litres reserve)

Emission standard

EURO 3

Euro3

All Liberty scooters are eco-sustainable and comply with atmospheric and acoustic pollution requirements.

The company reserves the right to make technical and stylistic changes at any time.
Ride with caution, always wearing a helmet and suitable clothing. Respect the highway code and the environment.
Read the operation and maintenance manual carefully. Always ask for original spare parts approved in accordance with the current legislation.
Contact Official Piaggio Retailers and Authorised Resellers for a safe purchase and guaranteed service.
Piaggio original spare parts ensure quality and maintain the performance levels of your vehicle over time.

Piaggio is a registered mark of Piaggio & C. S.p.A.
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